Learning diary

10.1.2020
We had an info of the possibility to work on the StarT project. We discussed on what we could
do concerning colourful chemistry. We decided to be teachers as our project topic. Teaching
colourful chemistry to 2nd graders. Using extraction technique with preparations.

17.1.2020
Today the girls made the red cabbage indicator. First they shred the red cabbage. After that
they put it in a 250ml beaker and also put water in there, then they boiled the water with the red
cabbage. They boiled it until the water changed color to violet and it was obvious it has been
extracted. After that they took the beaker with the water and the red cabbage and then they
poured the water through a funnel with a filter paper on it, so that we only have the extracted
fluid and not the solid red cabbage. Fluid was poured to drop bottles and then it is ready!
The boys extracted chlorophyll from spinach leaves and other molecules in green leaves.

24.1.2020
Today we practised to do sugar rainbows and red cabbage indicators and we split to two
groups. We found out that class of second graders would gladly visit our school and as our
students.

27.1.2020
Today we made plans and preparations for the second graders. We picked small lab jackets for
the second grade students and looked for the right equipments.

29.1.2020
Day as teachers
Second grade students came at 9.30. Before that we checked out that everything is okay. First
we introduced ourselves and then the second grade students made their own name tags. Then
second grade students practised to use pipettes. After that second grade students splitt to
groups and after that the first group started doing sugar rainbows and the other group started
exploring red cabbage indicator. It went really well and the second grade students were so
adept. After eating we changed works. We were surprised how skillful the second grade

students were. Teacher gave also us credits for excellent teaching. It was so fun to teach the
second grade students. The students had their fun too and asked to visit again.

6.2.2020
Visiting Aromtech
We went to the Aromtech in Tornio with a taxi. When we got to the place, we left our outerwear
on a rack and sat down in a room with a projector. Our guides introduced themselves and told
us about their product, sea buckthorn oil, and other products.
After introductions and the information, we got to see the laboratory, where they make their
products, and their hardware.
One of the guides showed us the raw materials, which they got from different sources all over
the world. They told us about the extraction technique they used and the operations. One of the
operations was extracting different oils of the berries and their seeds with supercritical carbon
dioxide.

7.2.2020
We started assembling the working diary and planning on the video. We also gathered the
pictures together in one holder.

11.2.2020 - 14.2.2020
We continued planning and editing the video. We learned a lot about project working and
timetables. And we managed to get this ready!

